HES Alumni Weekend
Harvard Housing Information

What to expect?

Harvard Yard Housing is available only to registered alumni weekend attendees which is a benefit of attending Alumni Weekend. By reserving Harvard housing, you are electing to stay in the same wonderful and quaint dorms which typically accommodate students.

If you stay in the dorms of Harvard Yard, guests receive bed sheets, a pillow (with a pillow case), two towels, two washcloths, a bar of soap, a plastic cup, and a trash bag. Rooms are not equipped with hotel-like amenities (air conditioning or fans) and bathrooms are located in the hallway. Please note, barring extreme circumstances, room changes cannot be accommodated during Alumni Weekend.

“Staying in the Yard was perfect for me. Put me in the center of my interests and made my use of time very efficient. Will do it again.”
– AW Attendee | Alumni Weekend 2017

Optional Hotel Information
For a listing of area hotels, you may consult Harvard Square Accommodations for recommendations and listings: http://www.harvardsquare.com/accommodations

Alumni Weekend takes place the weekend leading up to HES Commencement Banquet & Harvard’s Commencement, so area hotels will fill up quickly. Please be sure to make your reservations as soon as possible.

Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi will be available and allow basic usage for checking email and simple web browsing (no streaming channels etc.)

Additional Questions? Contact alumni@dcemail.harvard.edu
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